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IR RC5 Decoder Chip 
                                                               

The function of EST_RC5_DEC chip is to check and decode the data from RC5 Remote transmitter and 

provides output by toggling its respected GPIO pin.  

 

 

This chip mainly segregates the command bits from received RC5 frame and decodes it to toggle the 

respected GPIO pin. 

 

This chip can be used directly in application to control 8-devices remotely. 

 

Reference Schematic using EST_RC5_DEC: 
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RC5 Protocol: 

RC5 Protocol is a standard infrared data communication protocol used in remotes and it developed by 

Philips. 

 

RC5 standard uses fix bit length in terms of time & fixed number of bits in frame. It uses 

bi phase modulation technique i.e. each bit consists of two parts & has a level transition 

(high to low or low to high). A '1' is defined by low to high transition & a '0' is defined by 

high to low transition. The duration of each bit is equal to 1.778ms since the RC5 protocol consists of 14 

bits in frame so the total duration is approximately 24.8ms. The carrier frequency used for transmitting 

is 36 KHz. 

  

• RC5 Frame: 

As stated earlier this protocol consists of 14 bits: 

 

• Entire frame is divided in below parts: 

o The first two bits are the start bits used for Automatic Gain Calibration (AGC) of the 

receiver. These are basically two HIGH bits. 

o The third bit is TOGGLE BIT or CHECK BIT, this bit toggles every time a new button is 

pressed. 

o The next 5 bits ADDRESS BITS each device has a specific address. This is used to identify 

which kind of device executes the command bits. 

o The next 6 bits are COMMAND BITS. These bits are used to give instruction to the 

addressed device i.e. what action to perform. 

 

Since the carrier frequency of the RC5 code is 36 KHz we require a receiver with a response frequency of 

36K Hz. 

 

Working Operation: 

Initially, all GPIOs pin are in low state. EST_RC5_DEC chip is in wait mode until valid frame received. If 

valid frame is received, command bits are extracted from received frame and validate it to perform 

action. The command bits are only passed from validation if pressed button from RC5 transmitter is 

between 1-8 digits. 
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If valid command bits are received, EST_RC5_DEC toggle the respected GPIO of pressed digit from RC5 

transmitter e.g. Digit 1(Button 1) � GPIO_1, Digit 2 (Button 2)� GPIO_2, etc. 

 

RC5 PC Simulation: 

IR RC5 Simulation tool is used to simulate the action performed by IR RC5 receiver. 

EST_RC5_DEC chip is only option to use to get connection with RC5 simulation software.  

The mentioned pin (TX_IR_PCSim) in schematic is connected to Serial port of PC through TTL to RS232 

board. Keep in mind, the IR RC5 receiver with EST_RC5_DEC chip is connected to PC via COM1. 

The PC software is communicated over COM1 serial port. The Power LED is glow when PC tool get valid 

COM Port. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure -1 

 

As shown in figure-1, the default status available on RC5 software is “IR Receiver not connected” until IR 

receiver with EST_RC5_DEC chip is not found. After valid receiver connected, the status changes to “IR 

Receiver connected” as shown in figure-2. 
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Figure -2 

The IR RC5 receiver sends command to this PC tool if valid command bits received and this tool toggle 

respected LEDs. 

 

Figure-2 indicates the status after pressed digit 1 & 2 from RC5 transmitter. 

 

Order Info: 

Product Code: EST_RC5_DEC 
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